
Sunday, 27 March 2022 

You Are Free Series - Part 3 – Why Did Jesus Redeem Us: Position and Privilege 

ทิตัส 2:14 ผูป้ระทานพระองคเ์องแก่เราเพื่อไถ่เราใหพ้น้จากความชัว่ทั้งปวง และเพื่อช าระเราใหบ้ริสุทธ์ิไวส้ าหรับพระองค ์
เป็นประชากรของพระองคเ์พียงผูเ้ดียว เป็นผูก้ระตือรือร้นท่ีจะท าส่ิงดี 
 

Intro: Through the redemption work of Jesus you have been purified. The Bible teaches that purification 
gives you a position and privileges before God. Your position and privileges are part of your redemption, 
which you must also learn to walk in.  

1 Purification gives you a position before God 

1.1 Your position is righteous before God - Romans 3:24, 26 

 

 

1.2 Righteousness takes you into the presence of God - Hebrews 10:19-20 

 

 

2 You position gives you privileges with God 

2.1 You have the right to go before God’s throne of grace to receive - Hebrews 4:16  

 

 

2.2 Privileged to be a child of God and joint-heir with Christ – Romans 8:16-17 (Luke 12:32) 

 

 

2.3 Privileged to be the temple of God – 1 Corinthians 3:16 

 

 

2.4 Privileged to use the Name of Jesus – John 16:23-24, Luke 10:17, 19 

 

 

3 How can you walk in our position and privileges? 

3.1 Be revelation knowledge – 1 Corinthians 2:9-10 (Psalm 119:130, Romans 10:17) 

 

 

3.2 Do not cast away your confidence – Hebrews 10:35 

 

 

Conclusion: The redemptive work of Jesus Christ has purified you, which has given you a position of 
righteousness before God and has given you privileges from God. Build the revelation of these truths in 
you, and your life will change forever. You will be free and begin to walk in the redemption Jesus gave you.  

Discussion Questions: 

1. Describe how purification gives position affects your life and relationship with God. 
2. Describe what the privileges you have are and how they help you in your life. 
3. How can you make your position and privileges a reality on your life? 


